In 1950, Alan Turing proposed his concept of universal machines, emphasizing their abilities to learn, think, and behave in a human-like manner. Today, the existence of intelligent agents imitating human characteristics is more relevant than ever. They have expanded to numerous aspects of daily life. Yet, while they are often seen as work simplifiers, their interactions usually lack social competence. In particular, they miss what one may call authenticity. In the study presented in this paper, we explore how characteristics of social intelligence may enhance future agent implementations. Interviews and an open question survey with experts from different fields have led to a shared understanding of what it would take to make intelligent virtual agents, in particular messaging agents (i.e., chat bots), more authentic. Results suggest that showcasing a transparent purpose, learning from experience, anthropomorphizing, human-like conversational behavior, and coherence, are guiding characteristics for agent authenticity and should consequently allow for and support a better coexistence of artificial intelligence technology with its respective users.
Introduction
Social media, digital messaging and other, comparable substitutes for human interaction, increasingly change the way we behave in social as well as in cultural manners (http: //bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/11/04/in-2016-digital-transformation-goes-mainstream-idc-predicts). Prevailing technological trends often act as an activator for such shifts in human behavior. For example, following the move from (locally installed) desktop applications to software accessed through browsers and websites, the last years may be characterized by a particular increase of mobile, i.e., on the go, content consumption, triggered by the sustained propagation of (smart)phones and other portable media consumption devices [1] . This shift is based inter alia on the conclusion that users apply social rules to their interaction with systems, even though they know that such may be unsuitable [2] .
Progressing from here, the next, rather significant paradigm shift is seen in the emergence of intelligent virtual agents, in particular messaging agents or (chat) bots. Essentially, these agents can be defined as computer programs, which are capable of reading and writing messages autonomously, similar to how we humans perform this task [3] . Referring to the potential of intelligent agent technology, Beerud Sheth, CEO and co-founder of Teamchat, a San Francisco-based start-up specialized in smart-messaging APIs, highlights that "just as websites replaced client applications then, messaging bots will replace mobile apps now". So if "messaging is the new platform", then "bots are the new apps" (https:// techcrunch.com/2015/09/29/forget-apps-now-the-bots-take-over/). Also venture capitalist Benedict Evans predicts this important change towards mobile messaging stating that "old means that all software expands until it includes messaging; new means that all messaging expands until it includes software" (http://ben-evans.com/benedictevans/2015/3/24/the-state-of-messaging). Consequently, it appears that these types of intelligent messaging agents are at the edge of becoming the new means of communication for organizations and privates alike. Yet, although the technological progress of building agent technology has been significant in recent years, insights on how to make these bots socially accepted have barely scratched the surface. Reasons for this lack of knowledge might be found in the multidisciplinarity of the topic. That is, understanding the characteristics of what makes a messaging service intelligent seems not so much a technical but rather a social, ethical or even philosophical problem to solve -one that may need to begin with a more general understanding of (human) intelligence and a subsequent definition of the type of intelligence that is expected from an (artificial) agent.
From the Brain to the Mind
In order to start a discussion about what it is that makes interactions intelligent, we first need to reflect upon what makes us humans interact and communicate in a way that deems adequate to a given situation. Such a reflection might start with a rather simplistic definition of the functioning of the human brain and how it is connected to the human mind. Kurzweil argues that the brain can be understood as being a hierarchical pattern recognizer containing approximately thirty billion neurons situated in the human neocortex [4] . Patterns can be learned, predicted, recognized and implemented into other patterns. Since processing, however, happens simultaneously and relentlessly within the brain, there is neither a beginning nor an end in this processing chain. According to Kurzweil, patterns are tripartite-composed of an input, a name for the activation of the pattern, and connections to both higher-and lower-level patterns. He further argues that the human pattern recognition module performs probability estimations of input, its size, and the importance of its parameters, so as to determine the likelihood of a correct representation in the mind. Even though patterns are multidimensional, the hierarchical structure of the neocortex allows the assumption that recognition is based on one-dimensional pattern inputs, such as lists of data [5] .
With respect to the human mind, it is particularly the capability of learning which seems essential to the human brain. As Minsky puts it: "The principal activities of brains are making changes in themselves" [6] . The human neocortex is training itself and learning new patterns continually in order to make sense of the input information. The learning process includes building connections among patterns as well as strengthening existing connections if patterns are triggered simultaneously [7] -a mechanism which has already been adopted by modern machine learning approaches based on artificial neural networks [4] .
Learning, i.e., the storing of information, can be based on non-direct as well as direct thinking. The non-direct process stores patterns as "circuitous sequences of associations" whereas direct thinking uses lists and sub-lists [4] . Particularly during direct thinking processes, the mind is confronted with a cultural or ideological codex guiding thoughts. Kurzweil emphasis this set of rules by highlighting that "many of these taboos are worthwhile, as they enforce social order and consolidate progress". Thinking may thus be summarized as being a process that uses connected patterns and clusters of patterns as well as narratives and stories to educate and train the mind to achieve a given goal. This short, and admittedly rather simplistic, description of the principle processes performed by the human brain may serve as relevant foundation for creating a better understanding of an even more difficult human characteristic, i.e., (human) intelligence.
Intelligence and Its Link to being Human-Like
Referring to Salovey and Mayer one may find a number of definitions and interpretations of human intelligence and how they evolved throughout history [8] . One of the first definitions by Descartes supposed that intelligence is "the ability to judge true from false" [9] . Later, Wechsler's understanding of intelligence was based on "the aggregate or global capacity of the individual to act purposefully, to think rationally, and to deal efficiently with his environment" [10] . Although this definition already included the distinction between mechanical, abstract as well as social intelligence, additional dimensions were still missing. In 1983 it was finally Howard Gardner who challenged the then predominate definition of intelligence and how such may be tested, by arguing that intelligence does not root in one single trait (i.e., there is not always one single answer to a given question) but it is better explained by a model of multiple intelligences [11] . This multitude of intelligences was subsequently further refined and enhanced by Albrecht who re-framed it as the six multiple smarts [12] composed of: With these six dimensions of intelligence in place, Albrecht argued that their combination and its resulting synergies form the portrait of a true "Renaissance Person"-an appearance which needs to be resembled when one aims at building an agent whose goal is to be perceived human-like.
Intelligent Agents
Alan Turing's famous imitation game poses the question: "Can machines think?" [13] . In 2015, Mikolov and colleagues stated, that the time for intelligent machines is here. Sufficient computational power and immense amounts of data, complemented by complex machine-learning methods allow for the creation of sophisticated general-purpose intelligent systems, whose focus is on smart communication and learning [14] . Similarly, Tecuci stated that the purpose of today's artificial intelligence is to create intelligent agents, which are capable of achieving goals by knowing their environment and the stakeholders they have to deal with, as well as memorizing the gained information and improving their behavior through learning [15] . Or as Lieberman put it already 20 years ago: "it follows that there must be some part of the interface that the agent must operate in an autonomous fashion. The user must be able to directly observe autonomous actions of the agent and the agent must be able to observe actions taken autonomously by the user in the interface" [16] .
Taking these basic rules as a guideline, we currently see intelligent interface agents starting to inhabit social media ecosystems. They are already capable of autonomously producing content as well as taking part in basic interactions on various social media platforms [17] . They aggregate content from different sources and automatically respond to inquiries for brands and companies in customer care settings. The literature on social acting agents has also grown dramatically, primarily driven by advances in technology. One of the most notably systems with regard to the representation of social intelligence is Rea, a real estate agent in a virtual world, that people can query about buying properties. The system uses intonation, gaze direction, gesture and facial expression to support the conversation [18] .
Yet in doing so, these agent technologies may cause a number of new challenges. For example, social botnets have the ability to expose private data through exploiting different vulnerabilities found with social media users. They may post, comment, moderate and share content [19] , thereby potentially affecting humans' perceptions of reality [20, 21] . This type of malicious behavior also adds to the increasingly negative connotation to artificial intelligence (AI) technology and thus highlights that, if we want for these intelligent agents to be trusted, we need to guarantee the trustworthiness of their autonomous doings. In other words, we do not need intelligent, but rather socially intelligent agents.
Socially Intelligent Agents
As described above, humans already do interact with agent technology both at work as well as in their private lives. During these interactions, the software agent usually tries to mimic human traits, although these efforts often remain unnoticed by the user [17] . To this end the Turing test still counts as the standard measure for human-like communication behavior of intelligent systems, as it not only requires intelligence to appear human-like, but also asks for additional social capabilities to be present [13] . As Persson and colleagues put it: "The ultimate purpose with socially intelligent agents is not to simulate social intelligence per se, but to let an agent give an impression of social intelligence" [22] .
Adding to this discussion, Albrecht [12] defined a number of key aspects for social intelligence. Those include clarity, situational awareness, empathy, presence, and authenticity. For him, situational awareness is described as the ability to understand the situation and its circumstances, creating some sort of social radar which is used to detect happenings in any given situation. Studies exploring situational and context awareness of intelligent agents further found that, "context awareness allows applications to adapt themselves to their computing environment in order to better suit the needs of the user" [23] . Persson et al. also highlight that socially intelligent technology needs to understand its own presence and the context around itself, so that it can take humans as well as other agents into consideration. To achieve this, they took advantage of so-called primitive psychology and life-preserving aspects such as needs, desires, sensations and pain [22] .
Contributing to the development of social intelligent agents, researchers also aimed at a better understanding of user-agent relationships and their influence on the interaction. Coon, for example, explored different relationship distances, ranging from stranger to companion, optimizing the frequency and level of engagement [24] . Similarly, Bickmore and Schulman focused on different user-agent relationship distances to support health counseling at various intimacy levels [25] . Finally, trust and trust building seems to play a crucial role when developing agents which should exhibit some sort of social intelligent behavior. To this end relevant previous research includes Gratch's work on virtual rapport, which shows that non-conscious behavioral feedback, such as mimicry and backchanneling, increases trust and consequently user-agent engagement in conversations [26] , as well as Matsuyama and colleagues' work sowing that relationships may also be tighten through a better analysis of a user's verbal and non-verbal cues, creating some sort of agent awareness [27] .
While from the above we can see that previous research has investigated some of the aspects contributing to social intelligence (i.e., situational awareness, empathy, presence), the concept of agent authenticity seems so far been left out.
Authenticity of Agents
Agent authenticity was already a topic in the 1960s, when Joseph Weizenbaum first introduced his ELIZA [28] . While, in principle, ELIZA was not much more than an interactive diary, it was one of the first computer enabled technologies able to build up some sort of human-technology relationship by showing interest. Later, scientists coined the term Darwinian buttons to describe relevant social actions such as tracking an individual's movement, making eye contact, or gesturing kindly in acknowledgement of another persons' presence [29, 30] . Turkle emphasizes that, since the advent of computers people have been searching for criteria of authentic relationships, although today, computer companionship seems already normal. Even more so, she argues that "as robots become a part of everyday life, it is important that these differences are clearly articulated and discussed". Here authenticity plays an important role. Yet, although research agrees on its importance [31] , empirically tested measurement methods are so far missing [32, 33] .
Authenticity defines a person's honesty and sincerity [12] . It is about establishing cooperation, preventing manipulation and being true to oneself and others. Moreover, having respect, staying true to one's values and playing fair makes a person (and potentially also a system) authentic. Albrecht describes it with the German expression of being a "Mensch" (i.e., being a human) [12] . Derived from the Latin word authenticus and the Greek word authentikos being authentic further means to be trust-worthy, authoritative, and acceptable [34] -characteristics which are not only important in AI but also in general consumer behavior [35] . For example, Pine and Gilmore deem authenticity the new consumer sensibility [36] , making it an important topic in marketing [37] , tourism, leadership as well as in education, where it already led to the development of several relevant research models and frameworks [38] . In software development, however, and here particularly in the development of autonomous agents, authenticity considerations as such are often missing. Johnson and Noorman emphasis this lack by saying that "responsibility issues should be addressed when artificial agent technologies are in the early stages of development" [39] .
Although the overall concept of agent authenticity seems to be neglected by engineers there has been work on single traits influencing authentic agent behavior. That is, researchers have evaluated the effect of transparency on agents' argumentation capabilities [40] and decision making [41, 42] . Also, conversational agents' ability to anthropomorphize was subject to several studies (e.g., [43, 44] ), as well as their conversational behavior (e.g., [27, 45] ). Finally, engineers have been working on making agents learn from experience allowing them to build up some sort of contextual and (to some extend) social awareness, and consequently act autonomously and coherent (e.g., [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] ). While all these research efforts focused on single characteristics of intelligent, potentially authentic agent behavior, they did not aim at understanding agent authenticity as a holistic concept and whether such may be compared or inspired by human authenticity.
In the past, people drew hard lines when talking about machines being cognitive [30] . Today, however, computer culture accepts affective computing and sociable machines as well as flesh-machine hybrids, as long as they do not come too close i.e., as long as they do not make us feel uncomfortable [52] [53] [54] . Being authentic is just one more piece of the puzzle. In order to become authentic, however, it is necessary to anthropomorphize both in the role as a single entity as well as in being an enterprise representative, i.e., when acting in the name of a legal institution [36] . Only when this type of anthropomorphic behavior is achieved will the perception of brand and company identities be supported. In other words, conversations within everyday life are the most powerful form of (consumer) seduction, for which inauthentic conversational behavior creates a perception of phoniness.
Gundlach and Neville [55] , Grayson and Martinec [56] as well as Beverland et al. [57] developed frameworks for the positive perception of authenticity. Yet, authenticity is deemed a social concept and thus for agents to advance they would need to be equipped with internal representations of relevant social information [58] . This may be achieved through social networks enhanced by individual beliefs, goals and intentions of an intelligent system. Agent-based social modeling has to specify this model, make basic assumptions, create interrelations and rules, and build models and research designs for relevant tests, simulations and experiments. With this type of social computing we should then be able to develop agents that are eventually capable of acting (agent) social, rather than trying to imitate humans. One question that remains, however, concerns the type of social characteristics which would lead to the initial break through. In other words, what are the critical traits of authenticity we should start with?
Materials and Methods
In order to better understand the authenticity demands for intelligent agents we talked to a number of experts in artificial intelligence and socio-ethics. The goal was to verify and further explore the multi-characteristic construct of authenticity and its implications for the domain of autonomous, conversational agents. Interviews were conducted according to McCracken's qualitative long interview method [59] . They were open-ended, following past studies, and focused on the understanding and conceptualization of domain-specific authenticity dimensions [60, 61] .
Potential interview partners were selected among the authors of relevant recent literature, focusing on the philosophic and socio-ethic field of authenticity as well as on artificial intelligence. Inclusion criteria were based on their contributions to the field, with their latest contribution dating back no longer than 3 years, as well as their respective impact expressed by citations according to Google Scholar. Starting with an initial sample of 35 authors we used a snowball sampling method to extend our reach. Eventually a total of 68 potential interviewees were approached via email of whom 12 agreed to participate in the study (9 male and 3 female). All experts either already obtained a Ph.D. in their respective fields or were in the final process of doing so. Also, all of them indicated previous experiences, knowledge about, and interactions with messaging services as well as intelligent systems. Table 1 lists our interview participants, their respective areas of expertise, the year of their last contribution to the field, as well as the number of citations which Google Scholar connected to them at the time of the interview. All interviewees gave their informed consent for recording and inclusion of their input before they participated in the study. The study was conducted in accordance with MCI's guidelines outlining ethical considerations regarding research with human participation. The fulfillment of the respective protocol was approved by the MCI Research Ethics group.
Results
Interviews lasted between 15 and 45 min, were audio recorded, fully transcribed (note: for reasons of readability transcriptions were denaturalized) and subsequently analyzed applying McCracken's long interview method. Results point to five relevant agent authenticity traits which are further discussed below.
Be Transparent
"Companies are building up their chat bots for who-knows-what-reason. Obviously, they have their own purpose and so there are probably differences in authenticity based on the application of the bot." (P11)
In 60 statements, data show that authentic messaging agents should showcase a transparent purpose. The design purpose reaches from providing specific functions to assisting users, having a belief model, being predictable and allowing users to create confidence in the decisions of the agent. Various statements showed that some of these factors are already incorporated in today's systems. The characteristic of having a transparent purpose also includes the capability of acting transparently and having an intention, highlighted by P07 as "being able to provide information on how the bot reached a certain conclusion". This means that in order to offer transparency, an agent has to provide legitimacy for its actions, supporting a certain type of predictability with respect to decision making and its rule-based value and belief system. All of which prevents so-called black-box behavior. Agents have to show "how they behave in specific situations, how they make decisions. [...]; what we people do is not always predictable, but machines or agents have some rule base, which means they should not behave on their own [...]; they should be programmed so as to correspond to some sort of ethical standard" (P10). This type of predictable behavior also relates to important other aspects such as security and objectivity, where a user should be able to rely on an expected agent behavior. Also, our experts see the need for an agent to have some type of internal sortation, i.e., a defined attitude. This internal order should reflect its creator/owner. Such provides relevant information about the agent's purpose. Ultimately, the agent is perceived as a "machine that is representing a specific organization" (P11). Thus, "if an agent doesn't tell you who its creators or owners are, and what its purpose is, it creates an inconclusive context of interaction; consequently, people may easily feel uncomfortable" (P07). Table 2 lists the number of statements related to being transparent for each interviewee. Interview participants were split into those coming from the machine-learning/AI domain and those coming from the socio-ethics domain. While given the numbers it does seem that transparency is a rather socio-ethical topic, a comparison between groups did not show a significant difference (t = −2.25, p = 0.06). 
Learn from Experience
"Basically, it has to learn something, but since it has to learn, it may also make mistakes. Mistakes like children do-or not only children. Although, for some reason you don't want the artificial intelligence to make mistakes because it is supposed to be sort of perfect." (P08)
A total of 59 unique ideas give a comprehensive insight into how the learning from experience characteristic creates authenticity in messaging agents. As showcased by the quote above, the learning process follows a path very similar to human learning. This includes cooperation with other agents as well as humans in order to learn from experience, including trial and error. Thus, assisted by human intervention, authentic messaging agents should learn from experience, patterns, and iterations. While our experts clearly highlight that "deep learning relies on large amounts of data" (P05) they also think that authentic messaging agents should be capable of developing their goals beyond the often-obscure application of rules. This is, the continuous prevention of errors provided by the adherence to strict rules and black-lists (i.e., rules specifying what not to do or not to say), although supporting predictability, is not always beneficial when it comes to fostering authenticity. An authentic agent should rather openly behave within a certain margin of error, which indicates social intelligence. P01 supports this view by stating that "if there is no margin of error, the AI is either a genius or it does not want to show any traces of hesitation, uncertainty or potential fault", which might be perceived deceptive. Yet, while an agent should be transparent about potential misinterpretations and errors, learning from experience also means that it should reflect upon its erroneous actions and as a consequence prevent them in the future.
A second important aspect of authentic learning from experience relates to context-aware learning, where an agent continuously adapts behavioral patterns to what it is able to perceive from its environment. For example, "if it knows from previous behavior and behavioral patterns how you would react and how you would usually use your phone, it would know that after 8 pm calls would normally be only between you and your wife"(P10). Context-aware learning means that it would not only react to this understanding but also make this newly acquired knowledge transparent, avoiding pure black-box behavior. Essentially, it should be able to "explain the workings and rational of its system so that we can judge whether its belief model is well founded" (P04). Table 3 lists the number of statements related to learning from experience for each interviewee. Again, interview participants were split into those coming from the machine-learning/AI domain and those coming from the socio-ethics domain. A comparison between groups did not show a significant difference regarding the number of statements (t = 0.36, p = 0.73). More than fifty interview statements explain that a messaging agent has to anthropomorphize in order to be authentic. That is, the agent "has to understand human physiology, it has to understand history, and it has to understand culture because it is part of the user as well as the environment to which it is deployed to" (P03). Designing such a character, "main concerns are the consistency of all aspects of life history and emotional reactions to make the chat bot as real as possible" (P06). Based on this understanding, authentic agents should "create a human persona, which you can relate to and model for yourself " (P01). One may even speak of a need for charisma where an authentic agent would be expected to "correct a user's interpretations and provide according responses" (P02). To fully anthropomorphize, authentic agents would also need to take care of individual differences related to users and their environment. This goes along with a certain culture-awareness and knowledge of the differences within a culture. Even more so, they should adapt to the local environment, adopting behavior which reflects the given culture.
Not only in human-human interaction but also in all human-computer interaction, the level of trust is important [18] . To this end a second aspect connected to anthropomorphic behavior concerns the existence of trust. That is, in order to "show proper social intelligence an agent needs to build up trust" (P01). One interviewee would even argue that in order to build up a trustful relationship with an agent one requires exposure; i.e., "there has to be something at stake; in a social relationship, something is at stake, and that's what makes it exciting [...]; to most of today's bots you can say you are an idiot and they would not react to that or change their behavior; you could not do that with another person, as you would destroy your relationship" (P04). Table 4 lists the number of relevant statements per participants. A comparison between groups (i.e., machine learning/AI vs. socio-ethics) did not yield any significant differences (t = 1.06, p = 0.32). Adequate conversational behavior is highlighted by 45 statements as being an important character of an authentic messaging agent. Elements of this behavior reach from having a mission and getting to the point, to not wasting time, filling in blanks, understanding quickly, bringing value to the interaction that goes beyond task-orientation, keeping the conversation moving, aligning expectations, and being surprising. However, conversational behavior also includes conversational awareness and conversational skills. These factors are described by turn-taking in conversations, meta-verbal-cues, the response to conversational signals, joined-attention or the handling of overlap in dialogs. To that end, one of our interviewees explained that "a lot of these things should happen in the system, a lot of non-verbal things, like when it should speak and how it should speak and where it should look at and so on" (P04). Previous research has also found that visual cues [62] or emoticons [63] may be used to enhance such conversational behavior. This type of intelligent interaction behavior leads to the perception of responsiveness and availability, and enriches a conversation by respecting prevailing values and manners. P08 for example states that we need to asks ourselves "what kind of values are we building and what values do we have ourselves; it's like with children-you say whatever you want but they see you, how you are, and so they act accordingly; which means that agents should probably learn this from interacting with themselves as well as with other humans" (P08).
The number of relevant statements per participant are shown in Table 5 . Differences between interviewees from the machine-learning/AI field and those from the socio-ethics field, were not found (t = 0.37, p = 0.72). 
Be Coherent
"I think when people think of a chat bot, when they interact with a bot, it's all kind of lumped together into one; [...] this human-like, and authenticity, and genuineness, and trustworthiness, and all of that; I think this is all kind of grouped together in people's minds." (P11)
Our interview data shows 22 instances referring to the characteristic of coherence. Coherence with respect to authentic agents describes the context and social awareness capability to memorize, to relate to common experiences and to establish common ground. Statements highlight that reacting to and through context, as well as making sense of social situations respecting the reactions of participants (both real and artificial) is a crucial attribute of authenticity. Also, an agent has to relate to prior experiences with human and artificial interlocutors. In doing so it creates a timeline of interactions and a respective memory of interactions, which allows for the acknowledgement of different standpoints and thus supports coherent and reproducible streams of argumentation. "You have to add a timeline during the conversation, so your answer can not only be based on what was previously mentioned, like right before; it has to be like a follow-up, not like single interaction steps" (P02). To help with this, "the agent should be aware of some user dependent traits [...]; if it is aware of like, for example when the agent would be built into Facebook [...]; to use this social context information to build common ground". Using this information "it would know a lot of a user's personal history and thus could give much more proper feedback" (P02).
Relevant statement numbers are shown in Table 6 . Also, with respect to being coherent, numbers did not differ between participants from the machine learning/AI field and those from the socio-ethics field (t = 0, p = 1). 
Verification of Interview Insights
In order to verify the insights gained through the above described interview study we set up a survey targeted at experts in relevant fields. Questions were open ended and positioned along the five authenticity traits identified by the interviews and relevant literature (cf. Table 7 ). In addition, we asked to provide a rating on how competent one feels in providing answers to these questions (from 1 = low: I am a novice to 5 = high: I am an expert). A total of 40 academics from leading institutions in the US, Europe and Asia were approached via email and asked to complete the survey as well as rate the relevance of Linguistics, Artificial Intelligence, Software Engineering, Psychology, Social Science, Human-Computer Interaction, Philosophy, and Ethics for their field of work (from 1 = not relevant at all to 5 = very relevant). Selection of these experts was again based on their research interest and recent contributions to the topic. People who had already participated in the preceding interview study were not contacted again. Yet, the survey was sent to a local interest group which meets regularly to discuss recent developments in Artificial Intelligence. Although feedback has only been received from five people (cf. Table 8 for participants' background information and overall data on work relevance with respect to the above highlighted fields), all of whom gave their informed consent for including their data in scientific publications, the identified authenticity traits seem to validate.
The importance of transparency, for example, was highly endorsed. Although its degree of predictability may vary by task and context, it seems that particularly the understanding of data provenance and algorithms as well as deductive reasoning is what helps explain agent behavior.
As for the question whether a bot should mimic human behavior or rather develop its very own personality, answers show that such depends on the context. Systems whose primary goal is to represent an existing entity should exhibit respective behavior, although such may be perceived deceptive and thus potentially unethical (S02). On the other hand, systems which are strong enough to be perceived as independent entities, may very well develop their own personality traits, independent and distinct from their "mother institutions". An example of such could be seen in Alexa who, although created by Amazon, clearly aims for having an independent appearance (participants' overall competence rating with respect to answering questions regarding transparency: M = 3.20; SD = 1.79; Mode = 5; Median = 3).
With respect to learning, survey answers particularly highlight the need for an authentic agent to benefit from experience and further to change its communication behavior based on a given context. To that end, context awareness not only refers to the physical environment but also the speaker's emotional state (participants' overall competence rating with respect to answering questions regarding learning: M = 3.00; SD = 1.58; Mode = N/A; Median = 3). Table 7 . Survey questions positioned along the identified five authenticity traits.
General
• In your opinion, what characterizes an authentic messaging agent?
Transparency
• From your point of view, is it important for an authentic messaging agent to behave transparent; i.e., justified and predictable? Please explain your answer.
• In your opinion, what characterizes transparent agent behavior?
• In your opinion, should an authentic agent mimic the behavior of its creator (i.e., the company it represents) or should it rather develop its own 'personality'? Please explain your answer.
Learning
• Do you believe that a messaging agent has to learn in a similar fashion as humans do in order to be perceived authentic? Please explain your answer.
• In your opinion, what characterizes an agent's learning capabilities?
• From your point of view, is context awareness an important feature of authenticity? Please explain your answer.
Anthropomorphizing
• Do you believe that a messaging agent has to anthropomorphize in order to be perceived authentic (note: to anthropomorphize = resemble human form)? Please explain your answer.
• In your opinion, what characterizes anthropomorphic behavior in a messaging agent?
• In your opinion, what type of 'social' relationship should a messaging agent aim to build up in order to be perceived authentic?
Conversing
• In your opinion, how 'conversational does a messaging agent need to be in order to be perceived authentic? Please explain your answer. An agent's ability to anthropomorphize, however, seems to divide the experts in the field (participants' overall competence rating with respect to answering questions regarding anthropomorphizing: M = 3.00; SD = 2.00; Mode = 1; Median = 3). On the one hand some feedback shows that human-like AIs are not necessary (S04 and S05) and potentially unethical (S02) if one is simply interested in completing a task or solving a problem. On the other hand, S05 highlights Watzlawick's principles of communication, which greatly emphasize the relationship between message sender and receiver as being an influencing factor in the communication process [64] . Although the type of relationship that is required may depend on the given context. That is, building customer loyalty might require a stronger social connection (and thus a more human-like agent) than providing information on the weather (S04). Such is also in line with recent work on rapport modeling and social reasoning used in agents to provide more personalized information to human interlocutors [27] , to strengthen the relationship between the system and the user and thus foster the exchange of relevant information [45] , or to maintain users' engagement [65] .
In general it appears that the given task and context defines the expected conversational behavior, where the available ability level should range from answering simple questions to actively leading a dialog (S04). As for the application of conversational rules and values, feedback further shows that a truly authentic agent is able to distinguish between evidence-based statements (i.e., statements to the best of its knowledge) and guesses, and that it would make this distinction also transparent to its interlocutors (S01) (participants' overall competence rating with respect to answering questions regarding conversational behavior: M = 2.80; SD = 1.48; Mode = 3; Median = 3).
Finally, as for the coherence factor, the provision of similar answers to similar questions and the use of coherent language structures as well as levels of abstraction, seem to be key expectations (e.g., mentioned by S04). Authentic agents should be equipped with values so that arguments and affiliated reasoning strategies are based on facts, logic and transparent opinions (S03). To this end, even the ability to de-escalate was named as a requirement for authentic behavior (S05). Whether agents should be able to establish common ground (another core principle of human dialog), however, triggers ethical concerns, as such would imply a cultural, social and conversational equivalency, which simply does not (yet) exist (S02) (participants' overall competence rating with respect to answering questions regarding coherent behavior: M = 2.80; SD = 1.48; Mode = 3; Median = 3).
Discussion
The interview and survey results presented above show that authenticity in messaging agents is a multi-characteristic concept. As such it encompasses most, if not all aspects of what Albrecht describes as social intelligence [12] .
First, authenticity relates to context awareness including context-aware learning, social context awareness as well as conversational awareness. This means that an authentic agent should react to and through context. Interactions should be context-dependent, which means that learning from context so as to maintain a conversation's meaningfulness, is crucial. This includes gathering information from different sources such as social media, daily interactions, behavioral patterns as well as sensors to which the agent may have access to. According to Wang et al. [58] , the gathering of social information such as social relations, role structures or influencers of a social environment, is also an important agent task. While Albrecht lists situation awareness as a particularly important dimension of social intelligence [12] , other authors focus more on the coordination of events and decisions within an environment when talking about agent intelligence [66, 67] .
With respect to context awareness, it is mainly the ability of keeping a timeline of interactions and the capability of memorizing events, actions and decisions which help increase an agent's authenticity. As Beverland found, links to the past are relevant to establish authenticity by creating a personal agent history, which also supports the grounding process [68] . Establishing common ground is necessary as it preserves the relationship between agent and user, and adds to an upright and ethical conversation. Authenticity builds on these relationships rather than on task-orientation, which makes trust another critical constituent to the agent-user relationship. Both the interview data as well as the literature show, that task-orientation does not add to authenticity [69] . Authentic agents establish trust rather through personal coherence or individual conversations with the user [70] .
In addition to awareness and trust, experiences through and with the agent facilitates an overall authentic appearance. Learning from experiences and their context may even create a certain state of connectedness between a user and an agent. As described by Albrecht [12] , Pine and Gilmore [36] as well as Chhabra [71, 72] the continual challenge or cyclical process of being authentic is merely achieved through memorizing, learning from experiences and establishing connections.
Furthermore, our results show that when an agent learns to create individualized patterns, it should also explore the individual differences found in users. That is, depending on a user's gender, age, culture or personal traits, an authentic agents needs to become a type of persona the user wants to interact with; an entity which remains "real", true to itself and honest. Some of our interview participants described these as charisma building factors which have a great impact on the agent's authenticity. Others called it anthropomorphizing, similar to Pine and Gilmore [36] who argue that anthropomorphizing is relevant for the authentic perception of consumers when thinking of a brand. In addition, Albrecht lists "staying true to oneself" as one of the four dimensions of authenticity [12] .
Since an agent should know and understand itself, it requires an internal sortation regarding values, attitude, integrity, and its origin. This need for understanding its presence and the integration of a determined value and belief system is also found in previous research conducted by Persson et al. [22] , Peterson and Seligman [31] , Albrecht [12] , Turkle [30] and Gundlach as well as Neville [55] . This helps when verifying an agent's origin and integrity. Beverland [68] and Beverland et al. [73] argue that agents may even connect through values and identity so as to become an inherent part of a given cultural setting, which comes back to culture-awareness being an essential part of agent authenticity. In other words, an agent should incorporate cultural behavior, characteristics as well as regulations. Through the integration of cultural models and by adopting common sense principles, the agent builds its identity within a community. Doing so, it may be judged by the same strategies of social intelligence as humans are [22] . Also, moral assumptions about culture and given circumstances, and a personal code of conduct are considered factors influencing authenticity [12, 74] .
Finally, our interview and survey data highlights that creating transparent and predictable relationships increases the confidence level between interlocutors. Thus, an agent's purpose has to be transparent so as to allow for the verification of behavior, i.e., decision making and action taking. Interviewees highlighted that increased predictability and knowing the intention of an agent increases the likelihood of an interaction. As Molleda and Jain [75] show, the commitment to an objective is a core requirement for authentic behavior in organizations. Such also applies to authentic agents (in particular if they act as representatives of organizations). Albrecht [12] defines this as raison d'être which may be achieved by having a defined mission statement, objectives, priorities and an action-reaction value map.
Thus, according to our results it seems that combining characteristics of anthropomorphizing and having a transparent purpose defines the core requirements to be met by an agent which aims to be authentic. To that end, Groves [76] as well as Schallehn et al. [77] state that, the behavior of an authentic agent is guided by its identity. However, to create an authentic messaging agent, behavior also needs to incorporate conversational aspects. Those include conversational skills such as listening intently, handling the dialog, turn-taking, backslapping, and keeping attention. Furthermore, the agent should be able to keep the conversation meaningful and interesting. This may be achieved by incorporating context into the conversation and adjusting it to the agent's personal traits. Molleda calls this strategic communication efforts which have to be undertaken in order to create an authentic appearance [75] . Previous research in social science further shows that being able to articulate ideas, thoughts, views and actions in a way so that others can understand them is another indicator of social intelligence and may thus also be required [12, 22] .
Being able to lead or take part in conversations pushes the agent further towards incorporating non-verbal conversational skills. These are defined as meta-verbal-cues, which include knowing when to pause, adapting the pace of the conversation, following the trend of the conversation, showcasing availability, attention as well as responsiveness. Also, the agent should be able to communicate both synchronously as well as asynchronously, and it should have the ability to question a user's input. Our interviewees also support previous research in that conversational behavior includes high quality language skills, the incorporation of meta-verbal-cues as well as the mastery of Darwinian buttons [12, 30, 78] .
The ability to understand culture and circumstances as well as to create an agent persona requires the capacity of learning from experience. As agents need to be capable of handling both requests coming from the user as well as self-triggered actions, they often need to connect to APIs, interfaces, and other types of networks. This would allow for the outsourcing of abilities that are not frequently used or those that do not require significant storage and/or computing power. Showcasing this type of distributed agent, Choi and Yoo propose a way of communication between humans and agents using instant messaging and a unified platform for communication and cooperation [79] . This approach is similar to distributed AI, where the intelligence is contained in objects situated in different locations [80] . While in general such autonomy would support an agent's ability to learn from experience, it lacks supervision and so it may not be clear which direction an agent would take and how relevant information would be integrated into the system, potentially offering manipulation and deception caused by faulty data as well as data neglect.
Although to err is human in an agent it may be interpreted as non-authentic behavior. Error in this context is defined as performing unpredictable or wrong actions, not acting according to its purpose, persona or communication strategies or acting within a wrong cultural model. Through learning agents may, however, understand and adopt human problem-solving strategies to prevent error. As with human education, they may create an action-value-map that shows how certain actions or behaviors are perceived. This map should be constantly updated and expanded, essentially depicting the agent's personality.
In summary we may therefore argue that our interviews with 12 experts and a confirmatory survey with 5 participants point to a manifold concept of agent authenticity in which five key characteristics seem particularly prominent. Those characteristics are:
•
To have a transparent purpose: i.e., an agent has to showcase its intent and decision making in a transparent way so as to make its actions understandable and predictable. Acting transparently and creating confidence by representing the creator or originator of the agent allows for keeping the conversation under control.
• To learn from experience: i.e., an agent requires two-way learning strategies where it autonomously learns from cultural, behavioral, personal, conversational and contextual interaction data.
To anthropomorphize: i.e., an agent has to act as a persona including personal values, attitudes, and culture to establish a relationship with a user. This includes the building of individualized experiences as well as the creation of trust.
To show strong conversational behavior: i.e., an agent should incorporate relevant communication strategies to successfully handle dialogs and adapt non-verbal interaction behavior such as intelligent reasoning and decision making (cf. recent work on rapport modeling and social conversational strategies [27, 45, 65] ). • To be coherent: i.e., an agent has to keep up with a conversation and relate to previous elements and experiences. Furthermore, in order to build common ground, it has to be aware of the digital and natural context of the conversation and its (different) conversation partners.
While these five characteristics are generally interrelated, our interview and survey results highlight that coherence and learning from experience are the main contributors to authenticity. That is, keeping track of the conversation connects conversational behavior and coherence. Furthermore, building common ground aims to generate individualized trust and creates a relationship between interlocutors (both human and artificial). Representing a persona is tightly connected to the purpose of the agent as well as its internal sortation. Acting predictable and transparent creates trust. Finally, so as to close the circle, learning from the conversational behavior and interactions helps the agent advance its communication capabilities, and cultural and conversational awareness supports the development of an agent persona.
Conclusions
The results of the studies presented in this paper add to the existing body of knowledge in several ways. A primary contribution of our work concerns a theoretical definition of authenticity related to agent technology achieved through the conceptualization of constructs found in artificial intelligence as well as in socio-ethics. In doing this, we believe we contribute to theory building in the area of socio-ethics for emerging technologies. As mentioned by Shoemaker and colleagues [81] theoretical constructs are the building blocks for social science theory. In our study we found that authenticity may be defined as the interplay of learning by experience, anthropomorphizing, having a transparent purpose, showing (advanced) conversational behavior and being coherent. This insight should work as a guideline with which we believe, researchers will be able to improve socio-ethics for emerging technologies.
Another relevant contribution of our work should be seen in its connection of two research streams which, to our knowledge, has not been done in this way before. Although the combination of socio-ethics and emerging technologies is an existing research field, our analysis tried to interlink an expert-focused understanding of authenticity related to socio-ethics and high-level concepts inherent to the development of artificial agents. That is, our work focused on identifying characteristics and factors which will hopefully lead to the development of more authentic intelligent agents. In doing so, our study found that the creation of such authentic agents relies on several, highly interconnected characteristics. These interrelations further indicate complex connections within as well as between characteristics, which makes their harmonization an important challenge of future agent development efforts.
In summary we may thus argue that the presented studies should count as the beginning of a journey towards a better understanding of agent authenticity. We do recognize that the generated insights may suffer from a certain participant bias (note: all interview and survey participants have had previous contact and relevant experience with the development of artificial agents or have been researching within this field) and from the fact that they did presume the existence of a binary problem space (i.e., what is authentic vs. what is not) while authenticity might rather be measured on a continuum. Future work should thus counter these limitations as well as strengthen their insight. For example, the rather theoretical conceptualization of authentic agent behavior has to be developed further so as to eventually reach the state of a more profound theoretical framework. The dynamic association between the five characteristics may guide this theory building. Also, the interplay of these characteristics may be an interesting path for future explorations, as well as a user's understanding of authenticity so as to evaluate the benefit from cultivating such authentic behavior. Future efforts may further expand the authenticity concept to other contexts by, for example, investigating the interplay of brand authenticity and agent authenticity for marketing purposes. Finally, while our work focused on messaging agents, future ambitions may apply these findings to voice, haptic and other interaction channels, which may eventually lead to the type of authentic robots Alan Turing had in mind when proposing his concept of the universal machine [13] .
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